Janpan Panoramic Tours
2020 Jan to Dec

★ Tour Price ★ 1 Person, Japanese yen, tax included
Include Admission for Observation Deck of Tokyo Sky Tree
With Lunch ￥13,000- for Adult, ￥10,000- for Child
Without Lunch ￥12,000- for Adult, ￥9,000- for Child

Itinerary
7:35-8:30 Free Picking up Service from appointed places in Tokyo
8:50/9:00 Meeting & Departure from LOVE statue in front of Shinjuku I-land Tower
9:20 Drive-through Harajuku
9:20-10:10 Meiji Jingu Shrine
10:40-11:20 Imperial Palace
12:00-13:00 Asakusa (Senso-ji temple, Kaminari-mon Gate, Nakamise Shopping ave)
13:20-14:10 Lunch at Ryogoku “Sumo Wrestling Town”
Japanese Style include “Chanko” Hot pod
14:30-16:00 Tokyo Sky Tree & Sora-machi Shopping Mall
17:00-17:15 Tokyo Bay Cruise
17:45 Arrive at Shinbashi station
18:15 Arrive at Shinjuku station

Audio Guide is Available!!
English tour Guide will attend the tour.

Tour Planning & Organizing
DOA JAPAN CORPORATION, Travel Division
T/A Japan Panoramic Tours
4F Nishi-Shinjuku AI building, 7-20-11
Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-0023
Tokyo Metropolitan Governor Licensed Travel Agency 2-7051

Sales on Consignment
Across No.1 Travel Shinjuku Head Office
TEL 03-3200-8871
Email: 1.shinjuku01@his.world.com
Equinia Shinjuku Bldg. 4F 1-1-17 Kabukicho
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0021 JAPAN

Please read and agree our terms and conditions with our website before making your booking.

※ Time
9:00-Approx 18:30
※ Minimum Participant required
1 Adult

Exceptions: Jan 1st- 2/ Mar 1/ July 31/ Aug 2, 7, 9/ Sep 6
※ We will upgrade our operating schedule during the Tokyo Olympics & Paralympics(10th/July to 8th/Sep) late.
2020 Jan to Dec

★Tour Price★ 1 Person, Japanese yen, tax included
¥7,000- for Adult, ¥5,000- for Child

Itinerary
7:35-8:30 Free Picking up Service from appointed places in Tokyo
8:50/9:00 Meeting & Departure from LOVE statue in front of Shinjuku I-land Tower
   Drive-through Harajuku
9:20-10:10 Meiji Jingu Shrine
   Drive-through National Diet Building
10:40-11:20 Imperial Palace
   Drive-through Akihabara, Ueno, Kappa-bashi Market
12:00-13:00 Asakusa (Senso-ji temple, Kaminari-mon Gate, Nakamise Shopping ave)
13:30 Arrive at Tokyo station

Tour Operate
Daily From Jan 3rd – Dec 31st
Except: Jan 1-2/ Mar 1/ July 31/ Aug 2, 7, 9/ Sep 6
※We will upgrade our operating schedule during the Tokyo Olympics & Paralympics(10th/July to 8th/Sep) late.
* Time
  9:00-Approx 18:30
* Minimum Participant required
  1 Adult

Tour Planning & Organizing
DOA JAPAN CORPORATION, Travel Division
T/A Japan Panoramic Tours
4F Nishi-Shinjuku AI building, 7-20-11
Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-0023
Tokyo Metropolitan Governor Licensed Travel Agency 2-7051

Sales on Consignment
Across No.1 Travel Shinjuku Head Office
TEL:03-3200-8671
Email: l-shinjuku01@trip-world.com
Equina Shinjuku Bldg. 4F 1-1-17 Kabukicho
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0021 JAPAN

Audio Guide is Available!!
English tour Guide will attend the tour.
Audio Guide is Available!!

English Tour Guide will attend the tour.

AMAZING TOKYO
Tokyo Sky Tree & Cruise Tour

★Tour Price★ 1 Person, Japanese yen, tax included
¥9,000- for Adult, ¥7,000- for Child

Itinerary
14:00  Meeting & Departure from Ryogoku
        Exact place: Ryogoku Happyakuyacho Hana no Mai
14:30-16:00  Tokyo Sky Tree & Sora-machi Shopping Mall
              Drive-through Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway
              Tokyo Bay Area
17:00-17:15 Tokyo River & Bay Cruise
17:45  Arrive at Shinbashi station
18:15  Arrive at Shinjuku station

Tour Planning & Organizing
DOA JAPAN CORPORATION, Travel Division
T/A Japan Panoramic Tours
Suite 602, 7-7-27 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku,
Tokyo 160-0023
Tokyo Metropolitan Governor Licensed
Travel Agency 2-7051

Sales on Consignment
Across No.1 Travel Shinjuku Head Office
TEL 03-3200-8871
Email: t.shinjuku01@his-world.com
Equinia Shinjuku Bldg. 4F 1-1-17 Kabukicho
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0021 JAPAN

Please read and agree our terms and conditions with our website before making your booking.